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Abstract

This paper aims to analyse the competitive equilibrium of Hong Kong international
port after the cooperation among terminal operators. To achieve our research
objective, a comprehensive analysis framework is proposed. We assume that the port
services provided by Shenzhen and Hong Kong have heterogeneity, thus apply
Cournot price competition model to understand the external competition. We find
that the heterogeneity level can affect the demand of Hong Kong international port.
For different heterogeneity levels, different competitive equilibriums among terminal
operators of Hong Kong are discussed. We further apply Edgeworth model and
Stackelberg Leadership Model to describe the internal competition of Hong Kong
international port. Based on analysis, some recommendations are provided to the
terminal operators of Hong Kong.

Keywords: Terminal/port competition, Service heterogeneity, Cournot price
competition, Edgeworth model, Stackelberg leadership model

Introduction
With the current dynamic business environment, port and container terminal opera-

tors in the same region are facing keen competition from each other (Kaselimi et al.

2011). In recent years, liner shipping companies restructure and reform their shipping

alliances, which significantly improves their bargaining power towards port and con-

tainer terminal operators and port competition arises. In response to such competition,

port and container terminal operators actively review and evaluate possible solutions.

Port and container terminal operators are resolved to cooperate in order to improve

service efficiency facing the inter-port competition posed by external pressure. A re-

cent example is the partnership between the seaports of Seattle and Tacoma. The two

ports formed the Northwest Seaport Alliance approved by the U.S. Federal Maritime

Commission in July 2015 with an aim to enable “joint marketing, planning and infra-

structure development” (Mongelluzzo 2015). On the other hand, container terminal

operators in the same port also cooperate to tackle such inter-port competition. Facing

the rapid development of the Port of Shenzhen, container terminal operators in the

Port of Hong Kong collaborated in 2016. With lower cost and increasing efficiency, the

Port of Shenzhen is one of the key competitors facing the Port of Hong Kong. The
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throughput of the Port of Shenzhen has exceeded the Port of Hong Kong since 2013,

and the container terminal operators in Hong Kong have been facing the over-capacity

problem (Hong Kong Marine Department 2018).

Formerly there were five container terminal operators operating independently in the

Port of Hong Kong before the collaboration in December 2016, namely Modern Termi-

nals Limited (MTL), Goodman DP World Hong Kong Limited (DPI), Hong Kong

International Terminals Limited (HIT), COSCO-HIT Terminals (Hong Kong) Limited

(CHT) and Asia Container Terminals Limited (ACT), as shown in Fig. 1.

On 19th December 2016, Hutchison Ports HIT (2016), HIT, COSCO-HIT Terminals

(Hong Kong) Limited (CHT) and Asia Container Terminals Limited (ACT) announced

the news of collaboration with an aim to achieve effective and efficient management

and operations. A specific management team has been appointed for the container ter-

minal operations. In contrast, MTL and DPI remained independent operations. Table 1

shows the change of container terminal operators before and after the collaboration.

With the new collaboration, container terminal operations have transformed. Previ-

ously, cargoes belong to two different liner shipping companies on one pooling ship

can only be loaded in one terminal in the Port of Hong Kong. If one liner shipping

company has no contract with this terminal, its cargoes need to be delivered to the

contractual terminal for transshipment, which leads to additional costs. Ma et al.

(2019) point out that for Hong Kong Port (HKP), a port with five operators, inter-

terminal transfer (ITT) of containers becomes a major problem and burden. After con-

ducting numerical experiments based on real data collected from HKP, they find that

sharing economy concept works well to reduce operating cost, while improving the ser-

vice quality without sacrificing benefits of individual operators. In fact, the HIT/ACT/

CHT collaboration enables effective and efficient facilities management and resources

allocation, which eventually lower the operation costs. Hutchison Port Holdings Trust

Fig. 1 Hong Kong Container Terminal Operators Association, 2018
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(2017) demonstrates that the staff cost was decreased by 4.1% or HK$9.2 million low-

ered than the previous year. Hutchison Port Holdings Trust (2017) also points out that

the savings in operation costs from efficient allocation of resources after the com-

mencement of the collaboration offset the increase in the cost of services, which was

2.4% or HK$25.5 million compared with the previous year.

The collaboration among container terminal operators as described has trig-

gered a chain reaction on the status quo of the Port of Hong Kong (HKP):

Firstly, the internal competition among different container terminals in Hong

Kong changes. Secondly, HKP as a whole will also compete with its external

competitor – Shenzhen port (SZP). HKP and SZP are two major ports not only

in South China but also in the world, as shown in Fig. 2. SZP ranked No.4 in

2018 with container throughput of 25,740,000 TEUs while HKP ranked No.7 with

container throughput of 19,590,000 TEUs. With the collaboration of container

terminal operators inside Hong Kong, HKP and SZP compete in different ways

now. By applying economic models, this study aims to understand the competi-

tive equilibrium between HKP and SZP, as well as the competitive equilibrium

among container terminal operators in HKP.

Table 1 Hong Kong Container Terminal Operators Association, 2018, before & after collaboration

Operator MTL DPI CHT ACT HIT

Before

Terminal T1, 2, 5, 9 T3 T8 east T8 west T4, 6, 7, 9

Berth No. 7 1 2 2 12

After

Terminal T1, 2, 5, 9 T3 T4, 6, 7, 8, 9 North

Berth No. 7 1 16

Note: MTL-Modern Terminal, DPI-DP World, CHT-COSCO/HIT Terminals, ACT-Aqaba Container Terminal, HIT-Hong Kong
International Terminals

Fig. 2 Port map of Hong Kong and Shenzhen. Source: Research in transportation economics 2018; Adapted
from Song (2003)
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Literature review
There is a significant number of studies in the theme of port competition. Scholars

adopted different approaches to study this topic, such as mathematical approach, eco-

nomic approach, and strategic approach. Veldman and Bückmann (2003) analyse the

container port competition in western European hubs by applying the logit model of

the choice of shipping routes to derive the demand function. Cullinane et al. (2005)

study the inter-port competition of Shanghai and Ningbo by taking the generalised

costs of carriers into consideration. Song (2002) examines the situations faced by the

container terminals in South China and proposes possible development strategies under

three scenarios of steady growth, high growth, and extra high growth.

In general, there are two types of port competition, namely inter-port competition

and intra-port competition. Inter-port competition refers to the competition between

two neighboring ports or ports in the same region. The application of game theory is

widely adopted to analyse both types of competition. Anderson et al. (2008) adopt a

game theoretic approach to describe the inter-port competition between container port

hubs, Busan and Shanghai. Each port must decide whether to make an investment in

the development of infrastructure that will be more appealing to certain types of car-

goes. A pricing game is applied in terms of the observed price or forecasting price. A

two-stage game is developed by De Borger et al. (2008) to examine the interaction be-

tween capacity decisions and prices of two ports in congested hinterlands. Ishii et al.

(2013) develop a game theoretical model to explain inter-port competition under de-

mand uncertainty and derive the unique equilibrium. Do et al. (2015) study the inter-

port competition between HKP and SZP. An uncertain payoff two-player game model

is proposed and solved with uncertain theory and Nash equilibrium strategy. The pure

strategy set of each player (HKP and SZP) includes two strategies of not invest and in-

vest. Park et al. (2010) apply two game models, including Cournot model to analyse the

competition and cooperation between ports. The ports in an oligopoly market are sug-

gested to join hand to improve their profits. Lee et al. (2017) evaluate the port strategy

in view of all trading countries and compare the equilibriums under Bertrand and

Cournot competition. They conclude that exporting country prefers Cournot competi-

tion and importing country prefers Bertrand competition. Davidson and Deneckere

(1986) analyse the nature of Cournot equilibrium in a special market, where firms

choose the scale of operation before they make pricing decisions. They find that in such

market, the equilibrium will be more competitive than that in Cournot model and also

summarise that the mixed strategies applied by firms cause their asymmetric sizes and

price dispersion.

Intra-port competition is defined as the competition among container terminal oper-

ators in the same port. Saeed and Larsen (2010) describe the relationship among the

terminals under Karachi port within the framework of non-cooperative and cooperative

game. The game is divided into two-stages. In the first stage, three terminals at Karachi

port decide whether to operate independently or to join the coalition. In the second

stage, terminals who have decided to become a part of the coalition play a non-

cooperative game against non-members. Four possible combinations of coalition are

presented. Each of them is formulated in game structure and solved numerically in

terms of Bertrand model. Kaselimi et al. (2011) examine the competition among multi-

user terminals in one port and between ports. The studied two ports are assumed to be
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identical in all respects, except for location and number of terminal operators. Cournot

model is applied to analyse the competition between multi-user terminals and Hotelling

model is used to study the competition between two ports based on their respective lo-

cations. A linear market area of unit length is assumed, with identical consumers evenly

spread over this interval.

In reality, ports are facing both inter-port competition and intra-port competition

simultaneously. Luo et al. (2012) develop a two-stage duopoly model incorporating two

heterogeneous ports’ pricing and capacity decisions to study the competition between

HKP and SZP. The necessary conditions to increase profit are to expand capacity and

to invalidate the preemptive pricing of dominant player. From the analysis, the rapid

development of Shenzhen port will change the market power from monopoly to duop-

oly. Ivaldi and Vibes (2005) propose a simulation model to analyse the intermodal and

intramodal competition in transport industry within a differentiated product framework

under oligopoly structure. The authors conclude that all the potential travelers, com-

panies and modes should be considered when predicting the market equilibrium. This

conclusion triggers the point of heterogeneity in our paper because the competitive re-

lationship between different modes is similar to that in the case of HKP and SZP.

We build upon the previous literature in the four following aspects: (i). we consider

the internal competition (intra-port competition) and external competition (inter-port

competition) with game theory simultaneously. In particular, we link the internal and

external competition and discuss the interaction between them; (ii). we assume that

there is heterogeneity between the services provided by SZP and HKP. The equilibrium

model for both internal and external competition is established based on the hetero-

geneity between HKP and SZP; (iii). the selection procedure of the strategic variable for

the intra-port competition of HKP is performed with the consideration of heterogen-

eity, which is the key factor significantly affecting the result of external competition;

(iv). we propose some insights for container terminal operators in HKP to maintain

and improve their current positions.

Methodology
In this section, we will introduce the models applied to solve the proposed research

questions. Different economic models will be proposed to analyse the competitive equi-

librium between HKP and SZP, and the competitive equilibrium among container ter-

minal operators in HKP. Both HKP and SZP have their own advantages in competition.

The operation cost of SZP is lower due to cheaper labour and land cost, while HKP

enjoys a high degree of free trade, and highly efficient customs clearance and terminal

operations. In another word, HKP provides more efficient port services with higher

price while SZP provides relatively less efficient port services with lower price. Luo

et al. (2012) identify the heterogeneity in the case of HKP and SZP mainly as the differ-

ence in price sensitivities, operation efficiency, and costs. Therefore, the port services

offered by HKP and SZP can be regarded as heterogeneous products. Cournot model is

frequently applied to study the competitive equilibrium of two competitive players in

terms of throughput. However, it assumes that two players provide homogeneous prod-

ucts/services. Price competition is the usual strategy adopted by differentiated oligop-

olies, because consumers will choose products with better quality under the same price.

In order to attract consumers, the oligopoly who produces lower-quality products will
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set a lower price. In our case, since the services provided by HKP and SZP are consid-

ered as heterogeneous products, Cournot model will not be the suitable model for ana-

lysis. Alternatively, the Cournot price competition model (Cournot 1838) will be

applied to explore the competitive equilibrium between HKP and SZP.

We assume that the container terminal operators in HKP provide homogeneous ser-

vices, at which the heterogeneity between HKP and SZP determines the internal com-

petition model of HKP. Given a fixed port fee, the improvement of efficiency in the

port services of SZP indicates the decreasing heterogeneity between HKP and SZP thus

the comparative advantages of HKP will be weakened. With such, SZP is preferable to

consumers and the demand for HKP will decrease. With the decrease in total through-

put level, price competition will not be an optimal option to the container terminal op-

erators of HKP. The reasons are provided as follows:

The decreasing heterogeneity between HKP and SZP caused by the efficiency improve-

ment of SZP will lead to an increase in the price elasticity of both ports and the marginal

cost of HKP. As a result, if Hong Kong terminal operators compete by price, there will be

two possible scenarios: i). if they choose to increase the price, when the price is inelastic,

setting a higher price will lead to a revenue growth. However, the price elasticity is in-

creasing with the decreasing heterogeneity between HKP and SZP. In long term, the rev-

enue will finally decrease once the price becomes elastic; ii). if they choose to reduce the

price, considering the relatively high cost of HKP and the increasing marginal cost, the

available range for price reduction is minimal, otherwise a loss will arise. In the long term,

with the continuously decreasing heterogeneity between HKP and SZP, price competition

is not a sustainable strategy for Hong Kong terminal operators.

Thus, competition in terms of capacity will be adopted. Four models have been con-

sidered as candidates: First of all, Cournot model is eliminated because of its assump-

tion that firms produce a certain amount of goods simultaneously and independently,

which does not match the case of HKP; Chamberlin’s model, as the updated version of

Cournot model, is not suitable because its conclusion is drawn based on assuming a

stable equilibrium which can be reached with monopoly price; Since the terminals

under HKP indeed produce homogeneous products, Sweezy-kinked demand curve

model is deleted. Considering the large difference in the capacity of the HIT/ACT/

CHT collaboration and MTL (16:7), Stackelberg Leadership model is then the most

suitable model to analyse the intra-port competition.

If the port fees of both HKP and SZP are fixed and the level of heterogeneity of these

two ports becomes high, the total throughput level of HKP will increase. Since HKP

faces a problem of capacity limitation, Bertrand model is not applicable considering its

assumption of unlimited capacity. Apart from this, Hotelling model and Cournot price

competition model have also been considered. However, these two are designed for

heterogeneous competition. Finally, Edgeworth model, as the updated version of Ber-

trand model, taking account of limited capacity of firms (Edgeworth 1897), is selected

to describe the internal competition. Therefore, under Edgeworth model, the HIT/

ACT/CHT collaboration will then compete in price with MTL.

Finally, we will connect these models to explore: (i). the overall competitive equilib-

rium for not only container terminal operators (intra-port) but also HKP and SZP (in-

ter-port); (ii). the impact of heterogeneity level on the equilibrium; (iii). the strategies

for container terminal operators of HKP to maintain and improve their positions.
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Ports and container terminals competition analysis
After the commencement of the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration in HKP, they run 16 ter-

minals out of 24, whereas MTL and DPI run 7 and 1 terminals respectively. The re-

source of DPI is very limited thus it will be ignored in our analysis, and a two-player

game is considered for intra-port competition in HKP. The notations of this paper are

as follows:

i Port index i = {HKP (h), SZP (s)}

j Terminal index j = {the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration (a), MTL (l)}

Qi Throughput of port i

Qj Throughput of terminal j

Qm Throughput of HKP in monopoly market

Pi Price of port i (Price = Port charge or port fee)

Pj Price of terminal j

Pm Equilibrium price in monopoly market of HK

Pc Equilibrium price in perfect competitive market of HK

MR Marginal revenue of the monopoly terminal

MC Marginal cost of the monopoly terminal

Ci Variable cost per TEU of port i

TR Total revenue of the monopoly terminal

TC Total cost of the monopoly terminal

FCi Fixed cost of port i

ϕ Parameter of consumer

ϕ Parameter of consumer with indifferent preference on port services

U Preference of consumer on port service

ui Utility of customer toward port i

m Upper limit of parameterφ

n Lower limit of parameterφ

Πi Profit of port i

k uh-us

P0 Parameter (intercept) in the demand function of HKP

b Coefficient (slope) in the demand function of HKP

CAa The maximum capacity of the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration (a)

CAl The maximum capacity of MTL (l)

kb The k which can achieve Qh = CAa

ke The k which can achieve the equilibrium for both internal and external competition under Stackelberg
Leadership Model

kt The k which can achieve Qh = CAa + CAl

External competition between HKP and SZP

According to Cournot price competition model, each port who provides heterogeneous

services regards the price of its competitor as an established price and changes its price

in the same direction with its competitor in order to maximise its profits.

As the two ports provide heterogeneous services, they have different demand

functions. Therefore, we need to firstly embody the heterogeneity in the demand
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function. In this study, utility function of port consumers is applied to extract the

demand functions of HKP and SZP.

The consumers are denoted with the parameter ϕ and ϕ ∈ [n,m], where 0 < n <m,

which is uniformly distributed with density equal to 1. Then preference U of consumer

ϕ is described by the expected utility function Ui(ϕ, Pi) = ϕui − Pi. Let ϕ indicates the

consumers with indifferent preference on port services. By solving Uh(ϕ, Ph) =Us(ϕ, Ps).

We can obtain the ϕ as:

ϕ ¼ Ph−Ps

uh−us
ð1Þ

Now we assume the demand functions of HKP and SZP as:

Qh ¼ m−ϕ ¼ m−
Ph−Ps

uh−us
ð2Þ

Qs ¼ ϕ−n ¼ Ph−Ps

uh−u s
−n ð3Þ

To simplify the calculation process, we assume k = uh − us which indicates the

difference of consumer’s utility toward the services provided by HKP and SZP, then we

have:

Qh ¼ m−
Ph−Ps

k
ð4Þ

Qs ¼
Ph−Ps

k
−n ð5Þ

With the demand functions, we can formulate the profits of HKP and SZP as:

Y
h ¼ Qh � Ph−Chð Þ−FCh ð6Þ

Y
s ¼ Qs � Ps−Csð Þ−FCs ð7Þ

The profit of HKP can be further described as:

Y
h ¼ mPh−mCh−FCh þ PhPs−P2

h þ PhPh−PsCh

k
ð8Þ

To maximise the profit of HKP, we take the partial derivative Ph for (8) and it should

be equal to 0:

∂
Q

h Ph; Psð Þ
∂Ph

¼ mþ Ps þ Ch−2Ph

k
¼ 0 ð9Þ

Then the optimal (profit-max) price function of HKP under inter-port competition

should be:

Ph ¼ mk þ Ps þ Ch

2
ð10Þ

Substitute it into demand function, we can find the optimal throughput function for

HKP is:
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Qh ¼ m−
mk−Ps þ Ch

2k
ð11Þ

Similarly, we can obtain the optimal price function for SZP, which is:

Ps ¼ Ph þ Cs−nk
2

ð12Þ

Then the optimal throughput function for SZP is:

Qs ¼
Ph−Cs þ nk

2k
−n ð13Þ

By solving the eq. (10) and (12) together, we can obtain the optimal prices for HKP

and SZP respectively, which are also the equilibrium prices under inter-port

competition:

Ph ¼ ð2m−nÞk þ 2Ch þ Cs

3
ð14Þ

Ps ¼ m−2nð Þk þ Ch þ 2Cs

3
ð15Þ

Equation (14) indicates a positive correlation between Ph and k. It means when the

difference of customer utility towards HKP and SZP narrows, HKP has to reduce its

price to improve the attractiveness to consumers.

Substitute Ph and Ps into (4) and (5), we can also obtain the equilibrium throughput

for HKP and SZP as:

Qh ¼
2m−nð Þk þ Cs−Ch

3k
ð16Þ

Qs ¼
m−2nð Þk þ Ch−Cs

3k
ð17Þ

The impact of k on the equilibrium for external and internal competition

As discussed, k denotes the difference of consumers’ utility towards the services

provided by HKP and SZP, which is the level of heterogeneity. As shown in eq. (16),

when the level of heterogeneity between HKP and SZP is large, the total throughput Qh

of HKP will be large. When Qh is large, the container terminal operators in HKP may

compete in terms of price since they provide homogenous services. Thus, we assume

case 1 as:

Case 1: Price competition (Edgeworth model)

Edgeworth model is applicable when at a certain price level, the throughput of a firm

cannot meet the whole market demand, that is, Qh >CAa (The maximum capacity of

the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration), because MTL is highly unlikely to be able to satisfy

the demand as it has less than half of the capacity as compared with the HIT/ACT/

CHT collaboration. This is persistent with practice.

In recent years, the service quality of SZP has been improving, and the trade freedom

and customs clearance are more efficient, that the difference in the services provided

by HKP (more efficient port services with higher price) and SZP (relatively less efficient

port services with lower price) is less significant. This means that the level of
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heterogeneity k between HKP and SZP is decreasing and HKP is losing its

competitiveness and market share (throughput) in external competition (Luo et al.

2012). Based on the eq. (16), the total throughput of HKP (Qh) will decline

simultaneously with the decreasing heterogeneity (k). As discussed in section 3, when

Qh decreases to a certain level, the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration and MTL can only

compete by throughput level, because price competition is not a sustainable strategy

for Hong Kong terminal operators, then we assume case 2 as:

Case 2: capacity competition (Stackelberg leadership model)

When Qh < CAa, we assume the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration and MTL compete

in term of capacity. Consider that the market share of the HIT/ACT/CHT

collaboration is much larger than that of MTL at the ratio roughly at 16:7, where

the capacity of MTL only accounts for less than 1/3 of the total capacity of HKP,

we can assume a leader-follower relationship between the HIT/ACT/CHT collabor-

ation and MTL and Stackelberg Leadership model is applicable for the analysis of

intra-port competition of HKP.

To sum up, when k decreases, the intra-port competition of HKP will transform from

price competition to capacity competition, where k is determined by the inter-port

competition of HKP and SZP. The impact of k on the intra-port competitive equilib-

rium of HKP is shown in Fig. 3.

Internal competition between MTL and the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration

In this section, we explore the intra-port competitive equilibrium of HKP of case 1 and

case 2 scenarios, respectively.

Case 1: Price competition (Edgeworth model)

When Qh > CAa, according to Edgeworth model, there is no stable equilibrium price in

the market and the market price will fluctuate between the monopoly market price and

the perfect competitive market price. Therefore, we calculate the monopoly market

price Pm (upper limit) and the perfect competitive market price Pc (lower limit). As the

HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration and MTL produce homogeneous products, we assume

that all terminals in HKP have the same cost function and cost structure.

Firstly, we assume the market demand curve of HKP is linear as:

P ¼ P0−bQ ð18Þ

In a monopoly market, with only one container terminal operator being the sole

supplier for the whole market, the market demand curve is the operator’s demand

curve. To maximise its profit, the marginal revenue (MR) of this operator must be

Fig. 3 The impact of k on intra-port competition model. Note: kb denotes the k achieving Qh = CAa
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equal to its marginal cost (MC). MR and MC are the derivatives of total revenue (TR)

and total cost (TC) respectively:

The MR can be calculated as:

MR ¼ ðTRÞ0 ¼ ðP0Q−bQ
2Þ0 ¼ P0−2bQ ð19Þ

The MC can be calculated as:

MC ¼ ðTCÞ0 ¼ ðFCh þ ChQÞ
0 ¼ Ch ð20Þ

We can obtain the throughput level in the monopoly market with eq. (19) and (20):

Qm ¼ P0−Ch

2b
ð21Þ

Then the monopoly price of HKP is:

Pm ¼ P0−b� P0−Ch

2b
¼ P0 þ Ch

2
ð22Þ

While in a perfect competitive market, the market price Pc must be equal to marginal

cost (MC), e.g. Pc =Ch.

Under case 1, there is no equilibrium, alternatively, the equilibrium price Ph

fluctuates between Pm and Pc, that is,. Ch < Ph <
P0þCh

2 .

Case 2: capacity competition (Stackelberg leadership model)

When Qh < CAa, according to Stackelberg Leadership model, the leader knows before

the event that the follower observes its action and the follower cannot perform a non-

Stackelberg follower action in future. In HKP, the leader (the HIT/ACT/CHT collabor-

ation) makes decision first and the follower (MTL) follows. If the HIT/ACT/CHT col-

laboration adjusts its supply (cargo type, container throughput level, etc.), the market

price (e.g. cargo and container handling price, berthing charges, shipping price) will

change, which in turn prompt MTL to change its respective throughput to maintain

profit maximisation (Von Stackelberg 1934). In this case, individual terminal operators

can make decisions on throughput expansion to achieve economies of scale and thus

reduce their production costs, investing in service efficiency improvement and attract-

ing more customers.

Since the demand function of HKP is linear, the profit of the follower (MTL), ∏l, is

given as:
Y

l ¼ P−Chð Þ � Ql−FCh ð23Þ

It can be further described as:
Y

l ¼ P0Ql−bQ
2
l −bQaQl−ChQl−FCh ð24Þ

To maximise the profit of MTL, we take the partial derivative Ql and it should be

equal to 0:

ð
Y

l
Þ0 ¼ P0−2bQl−bQa−Ch ¼ 0 ð25Þ

The reaction function of the follower, MTL, is:
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Ql ¼
P0−bQa−Ch

2b
ð26Þ

Then, the profit of the leader (the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration), ∏a, can be

described as:

Y
a ¼ P0Qa

2
−
bQ2

a

2
−
ChQa

2
−FCh ð27Þ

To maximise the profit of the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration, we take the partial

derivative Qa and it should be equal to 0:

Y
a

� �0
¼ P0

2
−bQa−

Ch

2
¼ 0 ð28Þ

The optimal throughput of the leader, the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration, is:

Qa ¼
P0−Ch

2b
ð29Þ

The optimal throughput of the follower, MTL, is:

Ql ¼
P0−Ch

4b
ð30Þ

Based on Stackelberg Leadership model, for intra-port competition, the throughput

level of HKP is a constant value as follows:

Q0
h ¼ Qa þ Ql ¼

3P0−3Ch

4b
ð31Þ

Therefore, substituting Qh’ into the demand function of HKP, the internal

equilibrium price Ph’ can be obtained:

P0
h ¼

P0 þ 3Ch

4
ð32Þ

Interconnection between internal competition and external competition

To better understand the interconnection between intra-port and inter-port competi-

tion, the last step is to analyse both competitions simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 3,

Qh = CAa is the boundary which determines the structure of intra-port competition. By

inputting Qh = CAa into eq. (16), kb (the k which can achieve Qh = CAa) can be

obtained:

kb ¼ Ch−Cs

2m−n−3CAa
ð33Þ

If 0 < k < kb, the leader-follower relationship exists between the HIT/ACT/CHT col-

laboration and MTL. According to eq. (31), the internal equilibrium throughput of

HKP is a constant value (Qh’), which is not necessary to be the equilibrium throughput

determined by inter-port competition (Qh). Thus, there is only one level of heterogen-

eity (ke) falling within the range 0 < k < kb can achieve the overall equilibrium for both

intra-port and inter-port competition. We can solve this ke by equating the internal

equilibrium price (Ph’) and the external equilibrium price (Ph):
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ke ¼ Chþ3P0−4Cs

8m−4n
ð34Þ

The overall equilibrium for both intra-port and inter-port competition can only be

achieved when k = ke within the range 0 < k < kb. However, the level of heterogeneity (k)

is not determined by the container terminal operators in HKP but multiple factors, in-

cluding but not limited to government policy, efficiency of customs clearance, service

quality, etc. Since container terminal operators cannot move k to ke in short term, the

overall equilibrium does not exist at the time that k ≠ ke.

If kb < k < +∞, there is no stable internal equilibrium price in the market and the

market price will fluctuate between the monopoly market price and the perfect

competitive market price. According to Edgeworth model, when MTL increases its

price, the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration will also increase price to compete with MTL.

Then the total throughput of HKP will decrease and vice versa. Such the decrease and

increase of HKP throughput will trigger the response from SZP, only when the optimal

throughput of HKP is equal to the external equilibrium throughput level Qh, can the

competitive equilibrium for both inter-port competition and intra-port competition be

achieved. This equilibrium can be represented by eq. (35):

Qh ¼
2m−nð Þk þ Cs−Ch

3k
¼ Qa þ Ql ð35Þ

From eq. (35), there will be two cases when the equilibrium can be reached:

Case (i). The HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration and MTL set different prices to make the

sum of their throughput reach Qh., and Case (ii), they set an uniform price at Pa = Pl =

Ph to reach Qh.

In reality, Case (i) is less likely to be achieved because of the non-transparent port

fee (price) mechanism and the independent operation strategy in HKP. First of all, there

are different price levels for categorised consumers, e.g. special rate for consumers pur-

chasing in bulk. It is hard for them to reflect the market change in short time. Also,

due to their independent operation strategies, it is difficult for the HIT/ACT/CHT col-

laboration and MTL to collaborate and cooperate in the sense of better allocation of re-

sources to provide more efficient services. Considering the rapid increase in the service

efficiency of SZP, the heterogeneity between HKP and SZP is decreasing recently and

thus widening the gap in throughput level between HKP and SZP. The infeasibility of

case (i) is proved by the historical data of the throughput levels of HKP and SZP. Be-

fore 2019, the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration and MTL adapted independent pricing

strategy and operation strategy. However, below table indicates that these strategies are

not efficient to protect HKP’s position against SZP, because the throughput level of

HKP is decreasing continuously and the gap in throughput between HKP and SZP is

becoming wider and wider. This data may prove that it is difficult for HKP to achieve

the equilibrium in case (i) Table 2.

Compared to Case (i), Case (ii) is more feasible that a coalition can be formed. It

can at least achieve two advantages. First, easy to response to the external competition

through setting an uniform price, in order to maximise the overall throughput. Second,

forming a coalition may allow both the HIT/ACT/CHT collaboration and MTL to

reduce cost through reducing surplus operation, sharing resource, etc. This also to

some content, relieves the pressure from the decrease of heterogeneity between HKP
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and SZP. Based on our model, the best strategy for the container terminal operators in

HKP to achieve profit maximisation is to collaborate and cooperate in the sense of

better allocation of resources to provide more efficient port services and reduce the

production cost. Wong et al. (2018) propose a collaboration model for Hong Kong

terminal operators to collaborate with each other to share their facilities, including

berths, cranes, and yards. With this collaboration, vessels with high transshipment

connections are allowed to berth within the same terminal to avoid unnecessary ITT.

On 8th January, 2019, Hong Kong International Terminals Limited, Modern Terminals

Limited, COSCO-HIT Terminals (Hong Kong) Limited, and Asia Container Terminals

Limited announced the formation of the “Hong Kong Seaport Alliance”, a joint agree-

ment designed to deliver more efficient services offering to carriers. In fact, the “Hong

Kong Seaport Alliance” was approved and gradually implemented from 1st April

(Hutchison Ports HIT 2019). Since this paper mainly focuses on qualitative analysis,

the strategy of forming coalition applied by the terminals under HKP is expected to val-

idate our model.

However, the accurate upper level of k is not +∞, because both the monopoly price

in Edgeworth model and the extreme case that the maximum capacity cannot satisfy

Qh will affect it:

On the one hand, according to Edgeworth model, the market equilibrium price of

HKP (Ph) is limited to a range between the upper limit (monopoly price) and lower

limit (perfect competitive market price), i.e. Ch < Ph <
P0þCh

2 .

We can obtain the range of k if the Ph in Edgeworth model is substituted by eq. (14):

Ch−Cs

2m−n
< k <

1
2
3P0−2Cs−Ch

2m−n
ð36Þ

As mentioned above, the applicable range of Edgeworth model is:

kb < k < þ∞ ð37Þ

When Edgeworth model is applied, the range of k should also meet the range set by

eq. (36). Thus, we consider the constraints of eq. (36) and (37) simultaneously and

derive the range of k for the application of Edgeworth model as:

kb < k <
1
2
3P0−2Cs−Ch

2m−n
ð38Þ

On the other hand, if the equilibrium throughput level (Qh), which is determined

by external competition, outnumbers the maximum capacity of HKP, the

equilibrium will not be achieved. In the long term, HKP will lose its position.

Since Qh is only determined by heterogeneity k and they are positively correlated,

the k (kt) which can produce the highest Qh, where Qh = CAa + CAl, is supposed

to be the other upper limit of k.

Table 2 Ranking of Container Ports of World

‘000 TEUS 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

HKP 23,117 22,352 22,226 20,073 19,813 20,770 19,596

SZP 22,941 23,278 24,037 24,205 23,979 25,209 25,736

Source: Hong Kong Marine Department (HKMD) 2018
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From equation Qh = CAa + CAl, a new upper level of k (kt) can be calculated and a

new applicable range of k is derived as eq. (39):

kb < k < kt ¼ Ch−Cs

2m−n−3 CAa þ CAlð Þ ð39Þ

Comparing the two upper levels of k in eqs. (38) and (39), we find that in Edgeworth

model, the applicable range of k, where the equilibrium exists, is determined by the

maximum capacity of HKP (CAa + CAl). The results of characterization (case 1 and

case 2) are as follows:

Case 1:

CAa þ CAl >
Ch 6m−3nð Þ þ P0 3n−6mð Þ

3Ch þ 6Cs−9P0ð Þ ð40Þ

The applicable range of k:

kb < k <
1
2
3P0−2Cs−Ch

2m−n
ð41Þ

Case 2:

CAa þ CAl <
Ch 6m−3nð Þ þ P0 3n−6mð Þ

3Ch þ 6Cs−9P0ð Þ ð42Þ

The applicable range of k:

kb < k < kt ¼ Ch−Cs

2m−n−3 CAa þ CAlð Þ ð43Þ

As k represents the difference of consumers’ utility towards the services provided by

HKP and SZP, when k = +∞, the nature of services provided by HKP and SZP is

completely different and different needs of consumers can be fulfilled. In this way,

competition will not exist. In contrast, when k = 0, the services of HKP and SZP are

homogenous and it becomes a Bertrand game. Under this circumstance, all consumers

will choose the port with lower price, i.e. SZP in our case.

Conclusion and implication
In this study, we build a framework to analyse the competitive equilibrium of inter-port

competition between HKP and SZP, as well as the intra-port competition among con-

tainer terminal operators in HKP simultaneously. By employing the Cournot price

competition model, Edgeworth model, and Stackelberg Leadership model, we have bet-

ter understanding in the inter-port competition between HKP and SZP, the intra-port

competition in HKP, and the relationship between inter-port and intra-port competi-

tion. We apply Cournot price competition model to study the inter-port competition

between HKP and SZP, highlighting the importance of heterogeneity in the services

provided by these two ports. With a higher level of heterogeneity in services, the de-

mand for HKP will remain high and vice versa. By incorporating different demand

functions associated with the level of heterogeneity, Edgeworth model and Stackelberg

Leadership model are employed to study the intra-port competition of container ter-

minal operators in HKP. Our study builds upon previous literature from two perspec-

tives: (i). we focus on the impact of heterogeneity of services on the competitive
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equilibrium; (ii). we consider the interaction between the intra-port and inter-port

competition.

We found that (i). the external competition will determine the internal competition

in terms of the equilibrium throughput of HKP; (ii). the heterogeneity level between

HKP and SZP (external competition) may lead to different internal competitive

equilibriums; (iii). for the terminal operators under HKP, forming a port coalition can,

in the maximum extent, help them mitigate the negative impact from the decreasing

heterogeneity. The operators in HKP should collaborate and cooperate to improve the

service efficiency and reduce the cost to compete with SZP. On the one hand, if the

efficiency of HKP increases, the heterogeneity k between HKP and SZP will increase as

well. Therefore, according to eq. (16), the demand for HKP (Qh) will increase; On the

other hand, when the operating cost is reduced by HKP, according to eq. (16), Qh will

also increase.

The academic contribution of this study is to discuss the mechanism for both

internal and external port competitions and their relationship, and to provide the

strategies for the terminal operators under HKP to protect their competitive positions.

In this way, the establishment of the ‘Hong Kong Seaport Alliance’ can prove the

feasibility and accuracy of our model.

To maintain the competitiveness of HKP while facing the inter-port competition with

SZP, the HKSAR government plays a vital role. As indicated by Tongzon (2009), port

infrastructure is one of the crucial factors to attract consumers. In such sense, policy

makers should re-evaluate the possibility of building Terminal 10 at Tsing Yi Island to

increase container terminal capacity. Alongside with port infrastructure, the transporta-

tion network connecting to hinterland and multimodal transport is also important. The

government should also improve the efficiency of customs clearance and the quality of

infrastructure. The operators cannot increase the terminal capacity, yet they can adopt

efficient management of berth allocation to accommodate more consumers, and main-

tain a competitive terminal handling fee.

This paper can be further extended from the following aspects. Firstly, the advantages

from collaboration can be reflected by incorporating the factor of increasing returns to

scale into the profit functions of container terminal operators. Secondly, multiple

container terminal operators operate in SZP, including HIT who also operates

terminals in HKP, a more complex competitive structure can be taken into

consideration in the future. Finally, an empirical study is necessary to be conducted to

validate our model.
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